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In 2013, we celebrate the achievements of four highly
creative individuals: Tina Dunkley, director of the Clark
Atlanta University Art Galleries; sculptor Artis Lane;
Susana T. Leval, Director Emerita of El Museo del Barrio;
and painter Joan Semmel. Each woman has made a unique
contribution to the arts in America. Through sustained and
insightful curatorial practice, two of this year’s honorees
have brought national attention to the significant
accomplishments of African American, Puerto Rican,
Latino, and Latin American artists. Likewise, Lane’s vivid
and engaging portraits at the Smithsonian’s Portrait
Gallery and the U.S. Capitol have memorialized the
milestones of civil rights leaders like Rosa Parks. Semmel’s
masterful figurative paintings, often focused on erotic
themes, have re-conceived the loaded stakes so long
associated with male representations of the female body. 

This year, we would like to thank seven equally remarkable
individuals for their contributions to the awards catalogue
and ceremony. Curator and arts consultant Jarvis DuBois
has provided a sensitive essay about Lane’s sculpture and
will present her at the ceremony. Art historian, biographer,
curator, and distinguished professor, Gail Levin has offered
an insightful portrait of Semmel for the catalogue. Semmel
will be presented at the awards ceremony by Joan Marter,
Board of Governors Professor at Rutgers University and
past recipient of a WCA Lifetime Achievement Award.
Anne Swartz, art historian at Savannah College of Art and
Design and past chair of the WCA Honor Awards Selection
Committee, has written a cogent essay on the work of
Leval. Susan Del Valle, former director of External Affairs

at El Museo del Barrio and soon to be director of the Sugar
Hill Children’s Museum of Art & Storytelling in Harlem, will
introduce Leval at the ceremony. Jerry Cullum, freelance
curator and critic, who for many years served in various
editorial positions at Art Papers, has written an engaging
essay about Dunkley’s work, and Brenda Thompson,
collector of African American art of the diaspora, will
present her at the awards ceremony.

In addition, we thank many volunteers for their tireless
work in making the honor awards a reality. My special
thanks go to Priscilla Otani for her sound advice as WCA
president and her steady support of the selection
committee. My deepest gratitude goes to Sandra Mueller
who serves on the national board for her care in editing the
catalogue. We thank Karin Luner, Director of Operations,
for her artful design and production of the catalogue and
for taking care of a myriad of other details. We are  indeb ted
to the many members of the National WCA who have so
generously supported the awards for the past thirty years.
I also would like to acknowledge the meaning ful work of
the entire Selection Committee. 

Finally but not least, I thank everyone who has financially
contributed to this year’s ceremony and catalogue. Your
support is vital to the WCA mission to recognize the
contribution of women in the arts!

Susan M. King
Honor Awards Chair, WCA

LTA Awards—Foreword and Acknowledgments
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Building Our Community Of Women In The Arts

Welcome to the Women’s Caucus for Art’s 34th Lifetime Achievement Awards. I am pleased to continue our
singular tradition of honoring women in the arts. By presenting the Lifetime Achievement Awards to Tina
Dunkley, Artis Lane, Susana T. Leval, and Joan Semmel, we honor their illustrious professional careers in the
arts. By selecting Leanne Stella for the President’s Art & Activism Award, we salute the next generation of
women leaders in the arts.

Perpetuating the contributions of women in the arts is the focus of our new Sylvia Sleigh Legacy Campaign and
Initiative. Started in late 2011 and chaired by Janice Nesser-Chu, this initiative builds on the Lifetime
Achievement Awards and advocates for the documentation and preservation of women’s art, scholarship and
writings. The goals of the Legacy Initiative are:

• Educating women on the importance of their legacy and cataloging and archiving their work and papers.
• Facilitating the placement of women’s art in museums and permanent collections.
• Publishing articles, essays, and catalogs on women artists.
• Continuing to cultivate and grow current WCA programs that focus on legacy.
• Partnering with and supporting other organizations that are working toward the same goals and mission of WCA.
• Procuring funding to meet these goals through development of WCA programs on fiscal receivership, sponsorship

and planned giving.

As a nonprofit membership organization, WCA offers a welcoming community for women in the arts. This
year’s Building Community Conference brings together the awards, exhibitions, Chelsea art tours, panels at
CAA, networking opportunities with arts luminaries, and most importantly, time to share memorable
experiences with extraordinary women from across the country. As a Japanese immigrant, I am proud to be
the leader of this multifaceted, uniquely American organization.

Priscilla H. Otani
WCA National Board President 2012–14
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Tina Dunkley 

We honor you, Tina Dunkley, 

for your far-reaching commitment 

to the art and experience 

of the African Diaspora.

By Jerry Cullum

Tina M. Dunkley’s career has embraced the art and experience of the African Diaspora from perspectives that
range from the academic to the autobiographical. Born in New York of a Trinidadian mother and Jamaican
father, Dunkley studied dance with the Dunham School, graduated from the High School of Music and Art and
received a B.F.A. from the School of Visual Arts.

Photo by Sheila Pree Bright.
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Having moved to Atlanta because of its growing reputation as a mecca for African American creatives, she
pursued an M.A. in African American Studies at Atlanta University. In 1984, her residency as a Faculty Fellow
at the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American Art involved her in extensive research for the
national touring exhibition and catalogue Sharing Traditions: Five Black Artists in 19th Century America.

Dunkley served as gallery director at Georgia State University from 1988 to 1994, where her development of
a culturally diverse program included exhibitions by artists from Robert Colescott to Masami Teraoka and Luis
Cruz Azaceta. In 1994, she became director of the Clark Atlanta University Art Galleries, where she raised 2.1
million dollars to rehouse the university’s distin guished
permanent collection. While there, she began a
program of bringing the collection to national and
international attention that culminated in the 2012
publication of her definitive catalogue In the Eye of the
Muses. Prior publications by Dunkley rela ted to the
collection included an essay, To Conserve a Le gacy:
American Art from Historically Black Col leges and
Universities, and the collection brochure From
Rearguard to Vanguard.

From 1994 to 1996, she was program manager for
African American Culture: An American Experience,
a multidisciplinary program of the Cultural Olympiad
of the Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games
that included two fine art exhibitions and activities
ranging from theater performances to jump-rope
demonstrations. Dunkley also co-curated Art in
Atlanta, an exhibition by the grassroots organization
Artists in Residence International that traveled
throughout the Amerika Haus system in Germany
during 1996.

Dunkley’s ongoing interaction with African Diaspora

5

Dunkley working on The Merikin Series: Who was Uncle Boocoosoo?
Wax-resist and mixed media on canvas, 84 x 62 inches, 2012.
Photo courtesy of the artist.
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cultures in Brazil began with a 1991–1993 Kellogg Fellowship in International Development and continued with
a 2001 travel grant from Georgia-Pernambuco Partners of the Americas. These experiences found their way
into Dunkley’s own artworks, as in the 2005 exhibition at Atlanta’s Hammonds House Galleries which included
works on Afro-Brazilian history and culturally freighted aspects of her own family’s identity. Dunkley’s
exhibition record as a visual artist, combined with her career as curator and scholar, had gained her in 1997 a
Governor’s Award for Women in the Visual Arts.

Dunkley’s interaction and research into African Diaspora communities in South America and the Caribbean,
from the Maroons of Jamaica to the Quilambolas of Brazil, has recently led to the discovery of her own
ancestral heritage in the Merikins of Trinidad, who escaped slavery in the American South during the War of
1812 by joining the British military. In addition to authoring a book on the subject for middle school students,
she plans to produce a body of artwork related to the Merikins and her own relationship to them.

Tina Dunkley, Arktype Sustenance #4, 2004.
Wax-resist painting on cotton fiber, 27 x 47 inches. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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Biography

Tina Dunkley is an artist, curator, and gallery director. She has served as the Director of the Clark Atlanta
University Art Galleries since 1994. Of the gallery’s two collection categories, African and American, the
largest and most historically significant is the American collection comprised mainly of works by African
American artists—some 750 works of art spanning eight decades, 1914 to 2010. In 2012, Dunkley published
In the Eye of the Muses: Selections from the Clark Atlanta University Art Collection, which commemorates the
70th anniversary of Clark Atlanta University’s historical permanent collection and the 60th anniversary of the
unveiling of The Art of the Negro mural series. During the 1996 Olympic Games, Dunkley produced a program
highlighting Atlanta’s history for its Cultural Olympiad.

An accomplished artist in her own right, Dunkley is presently creating a series of mixed media work that
conveys the obscure saga of the Merikins—a tale of 4000 African Americans, who escaped their enslave ment
during the War of 1812 by joining the British Royal Navy as Colonial Marines. From 1971 to 1994, Dunkley
taught and/or curated in museum education
depart ments, state and municipal art agencies
and colleges. Among them were the Brooklyn
Museum, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York City, as well as the Neighborhood
Arts Center, the Georgia Council for the Arts,
Georgia State University Art Gallery, Atlanta
University, and Spelman College in Atlanta. A
Kellogg Fellowship in International Develop -
ment administered through the Georgia    -
Pernambuco Partners of the Americas gave
her the opportunity to teach art as a skill in
fostering sustainable micro enterprises in
Brazil.

Dunkley resides in Decatur, Georgia.
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Tina Dunkley, Lava Meu Cabelo de Ouro (Wash My Hair of Gold), 2000.
37 x 48 inches, wax resist, dyes on cotton cloth.
Photo courtesy of the artist.
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We honor you, Artis Lane, 

for your portraiture, commitment

to social justice, and imbuing your

art with spiritual qualities that

encourage, heal, teach and uplift.

Artis Lane

By Jarvis S. DuBois

I have been truly blessed to know and have had the opportunity to work with such a gifted and inspiring person
and artist as Ms. Artis Lane since 2000. As I reflect on her life and art making, I am continually amazed at her
dynamic work ethic, style, and grace in which she approaches each private and public commission and personal
project. From 2000 to 2002, I was her studio assistant in Los Angeles before moving to Washington, DC.
Fortunately, I was able to travel back to Los Angles in 2007 to attend the opening reception of her timely, and

Photo by Phillip Ritchie.
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in my opinion, overdue, retrospective A Women’s Journey: The Life and Work of Artis Lane at the California
African American Museum. This was particularly special to me since the museum was my first art employer and
introduction to Artis’s art.

Not satisfied with merely replicating the physical likeness of the living sitter or subject, though she does so with
such virtuosity in line and form, Artis is more concerned with capturing the inner beauty. Our superficial
trappings pale in comparison to the true inner essence, which a true master such as Artis so skillfully taps into.
Her figures remind me of the beautiful masks, reliefs, and sculpture, from the Ife, Benin, Greek, and Roman
masters, undoubtedly predecessors for the more commonly known greats of European figuration such as
Canova and Michelangelo. Upon first experiencing her Emerging into Spirit series of prints and sculpture, I was
blown away by her technique and her metaphor for humans’ evolving from the purely physical or material to
that of the spiritual.

I remember Artis’s words from an earlier inter -
view: “I kept being humbled by the aware ness
that the ideas weren’t coming from me. I
executed them by painting or sculpting, but the
power…and inspiration itself were not of my
making. To my mind, art must have divinity about it.”
She focuses on humankind’s evolution from
darkness/death to light/life on a series of works
still in progress entitled “Choose life over death:
the choices we make.” One of the remarkable
aspects that sets her art practice apart is her
concern with the Oneness of man/woman with
God as the apex—the final destination of com -
plete spiritual awareness and acceptance.

Shunning fads and the often overused term
‘controversial’, Artis’s work is not meant to cause
discomfort or negatively provoke, but rather
seeks to encourage, heal, teach and uplift—basic

9

The unveiling of the bust of Sojourner Truth on April 28, 2009.  
Left to Right: Michelle Obama, Artis Lane, E. Faye Williams of the
National Congress of Black Women, and Hillary Clinton.  
Photo credit: Architect of the Capitol.  
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tenets of her spiritual practice. While strong-willed and ready to share her opinions on a host of topics, she
possesses a humble and gentle disposition, avoiding fame-seeking trends, and has always maintained her core
aesthetics while exploring various ways to further express God-light. She often shies away from the glaring
limelight of award dinners and receptions but still enjoys the occasional night out, a fundraiser gala, a concert,
or a special dinner with family and friends. Reflective and often solitary, she creates nearly every day between
morning exercise, church service, and meetings. At times, she gently excused me for the day, preferring to
work alone while listening to classical music, continually molding and scraping the wax of a figure in progress.
Happily though I have witnessed and marveled at her hands deftly moving the trusted tools across the surface,
skillfully rendering the malleable material, ink, and paint to life—she is the quintessential craftsperson. Equally
proficient in painting, printmaking, photography, and sculpture, her vast talents and energy continue to

enlighten and surprise me and her legions of fans: fellow
artists, museum professionals, corporate and private
collectors, as well as civic and political leaders who love her
and her art.

I am so honored to have been asked to write about this
amazing artist, a true lady and friend, and I’m elated by this
well-deserved recognition for her creative and social
accomplishments—her name is truly fitting. Artis continues to
be, as she once said, ‘an instrument of God’s nature’. 

I completely agree.

Artis Lane, Emerging First Man, 6' 6'', bronze ceramic shell.
Photo by Alisa Adona.
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Biography

The work of Artis Lane is widely exhibited in museums and held in many private and public collections. Her
paintings, lithographs, and sculptures are either portraits or works which concentrate on themes of social
injustice and metaphysics. Born in Canada, she first came to prominence in the 1960s when she was
commissioned to paint and sculpt public figures and dignitaries. In the 1970s, Lane began to focus on social
issues with her civil rights pieces including Tear on the Face of America and The Beginning, a now famous
painting of a young Rosa Parks. In the 1980s, she began exploring the themes of Divine Metaphysics and
human existence in her Emerging Into Spirit series of bronzes and kaolinite works.

In the early 1990s, Lane was honored by the Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery in Washington, DC during
the installation of her bronze portrait of civil rights leader and long-time friend, Rosa Parks. Her bust of
Sojourner Truth became the first sculpture to be permanently
installed of an African American woman in the U.S. Capitol’s
Emancipation Hall in 2009.

In 2007, the California African American Museum in Los Angeles
organized a major retrospective, and in 2011, the Forest Lawn
Museum in Glendale, California, mounted The Art of Artis Lane, a
thought-provoking retrospective. She received The Alain Locke
International Art Award from the Detroit Institute of Arts and
the Luminary Award, “Light, Liberty and Learning” from the
University of the West Indies in 2012. As a visionary, she con -
tinues to evolve her conceptual art based on symbolic
representations of man/woman created in God’s image.

Lane lives and works in Los Angeles, California.
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Artis Lane with Sojourner Truth. 
Photo by Bruce Carradine.
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We honor you, 

Susana Torruella Leval, for your

commitment to Latin American art

and your advocacy for the visual

arts as a curator, educator, and

arts board member.

Susana Torruella Leval

By Anne Swartz

Susana Leval’s service to the arts in New York City for over thirty years has been transformative. From her
initial position in the artworld as an advocate, she became one of the leaders in NYC’s cultural world to
significantly advance the standing of Latin American and Latino art.

Beginning her professional life in the visual arts, Leval started at the Museum of Modern Art as a Drawings
Department intern in the 1970s and finished her graduate work soon after that time. Her exploratory acumen

Photo by Don Pollard.
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was first in evidence when she helped found the Museum of Contemporary Hispanic Art (MoCHA) in Soho  in
the late 1970s. In the subsequent decades, her ambitions for embracing other perspectives and boundaries
propelled her to El Museo del Barrio, where she served first as Chief Curator from 1990 to 1993 before
becoming Director in 1993, a position she held until 2001. There, she oversaw the renovation of the exhibition
galleries and the Heckscher Theater and the presentation of 100 exhibitions. In her tenure as Director, Leval
shaped El Museo del Barrio from a small, locally-oriented community arts center in East Harlem, dedicated to
representing the founding Puerto Rican community, into an internationally recognized arts institution serving
Latin American and Caribbean artists and the
Latino diaspora in the U.S. Now in her role as
Director Emeritus, she continues her activist
approach to supporting the visual arts.

Leval’s vision for the museum was to convert it
into a “forum” for cultural development. She
derived this idea from the Uruguayan writer,
Eduardo Galeano, who conceived of museums as
“espacios de encuentro” or places of common
dis covery among people. Her approach to expan -
sion and opportunity was mindful, enabling her to
take risks and remain steadfast in her values of
supporting excellence in Latino visual arts. She
continues to work to reconnect culture with a
broad populace, helps craft cultural policy and
endeavors to forge connections with academia.

Susana Leval is a force in the museum world, espe -
cially for anyone framed outside the main stream.
She considers Latino/Latina artists central to the
history of art and contemporary art in particular.
She successfully cultivated the stan ding of Latina
artists, helping insert them into the once narrowly
defined parameters for important art.

13

Susana T.  Leval, TAÍNO: Pre-Columbian Art and Culture from the
Caribbean. [The Monacelli Press 1997]. Organized by El Museo del
Barrio and project directed by Fatima Bercht and Estrellita Brodsky.
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Leval, while joining with a pioneering generation of compatriots, collaborators and peers, who shared a
collective agenda of evolving the art world beyond disabling categories, helped advance Latino art to a much
more central position in the critical and institutional history of art. Her collegiality is widely known. She reaches
across generations, genders, ethnicities, cultures, races, and classes, to boost artists up often when no one else
takes notice. She also bridges the Latino community with the non-Latino one to bring them together. She has
diligently promoted the position that the distinctions between them are irrelevant. And, she has fostered and
supported artists who engage in cultural resistance, all while she remains an art world insider. Further, she has
helped Latino artists look at their own history with respect for its offerings.

This vision of a broader, wider, multilingual, and multicultural art world benefits all of us. Leval has realized a
significant place for Latino artists and created an audience for their work. She has ensured that their work is
now part of the fabric of art that must be discussed.

With students from the Macaulay Honors Program, Hunter College, 2010. 
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Biography

Susana Torruella Leval was Director of El Museo del Barrio, the nation’s leading Puerto Rican, Latino and Latin
American Museum from 1993 to 2001 after previously serving as Chief Curator for four years. As director of
the museum, she oversaw the renovation of its exhibition galleries and the Heckscher Theater, as well as the
presentation of approximately 100 exhibitions. In May 2002, she was named Director Emerita of El Museo del
Barrio by the Board of Trustees. She is the author of Artists Talk Back as well as co-author of Antonio Martorell:
A House For Us All. In 2008, she served on the Advisory Faculty of the Center for Curatorial Studies at Bard
College and was Adjunct Faculty at the Steinhardt School of Visual Arts Administration at New York
University. Then in 2009, she taught at Hunter College in the Macaulay Honors Program. She is a recipient of
the Hunter College President’s Medal for the Arts (1995) and an Honorary Doctorate from Pace University (2000).

Leval has served as the Chair of the Cultural Institutions Group and as Vice President and President-Elect of
the Association of Art Museum Directors. She has participated on a number of boards including the Board of
Trustees of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the American Academy in Rome, the American Association of
Museums, The Andy Warhol Foundation
for the Visual Arts, the Institute of Museum
and Library Services and the Museum of
Jewish Heritage. She has also served on
the Advisory Boards of CENTRO, the
Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter
College and the virtual Mirror of Race
Project, as well as the Editorial Board of
the International Center for Art of the
Americas at the Houston Museum of Fine
Arts. 

Leval resides in New York City with her
husband Pierre Leval, a U.S. Circuit judge.
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Susana T.  Leval giving tour of Eugene Ludins: An American Fantasist exhibition,
curated for the Dorsky Museum, SUNY New Paltz, 2012.
Photo courtesy of Susana Leval.
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Joan Semmel

By Gail Levin

Joan Semmel has created uncompromising paintings remarkable for their boldness, intensity, and intelligence.
Hers is a realist vision, forged after first painting in an abstract expressionist style. She first exhibited, attracted
critical attention, and gained recognition while living in Spain due to her husband’s job. When she returned to
New York in 1970, Semmel was appalled at the extent to which popular culture was pervaded by degrading
images of women. These images of supposed sexual liberation seemed a misuse of liberty after her experience
living with censorship under Franco’s fascism. No puritan, she sought “to find an erotic language to which a
woman could respond” and moved from abstract painting to representation. 

We honor you, Joan Semmel, 

for your commitment to the erotic,

affirmative representation of 

the female nude.

Courtesy Alexander Gray Associates, New York.
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Motivated to speak out and transform how women are portrayed, Semmel produced two series of sexually
engaged couples in abstract color and on a monumental scale. She then began nude self-portraits done from
her own angle of vision using photographs to derive the images. Flesh fills the canvas exploding the confines
of the picture frame and challenges the genre of the nude in art history. Works such as Intimacy/Autonomy of
1974 reveal intimacy and touch as primary elements in erotic arousal.

In 1976, in an unforgettable triptych she called Mythologies and Me, Semmel placed her own realistic nude
self-portrait between (on the right) a parody of one of Willem de Kooning’s angry women and (on the left) an
image appropriated from the magazine, Playboy. Her choice of the triptych form emphasizes the spiritual
agenda of the project, creating a secular altarpiece dedicated to women’s freedom.

Such daring work, at a time when the word, “vagina”, was
banned from newspapers, put off museums, which initially
steered clear of showing and acquiring Semmel’s innovative
work. Undaunted, she took part in the Fight Censorship
Group in 1973, along with artists such as Anita Steckel,
Louise Bourgeois, and Hannah Wilke.

Also a fine portraitist, Semmel shows a remarkable eye for
capturing the personality and intensity of her artist friends.
Her subjects include a cast of notables, among them Benny
Andrews, John Hardy, Miriam Schapiro, Joyce Kozloff,
Nancy Spero, and Leon Golub, Semmel’s colleague at
Rutgers, where both taught art for many years. Semmel’s
passion for painting and for an art that speaks out continues
to inspire a new generation of artists.

Now eighty, she is still painting her own nude body from the
vantage point of her own gaze, both with and without the
use of mirrors. She turned the camera on herself in a mirror,
so that at the same time, she points her camera out at the
viewers of her paintings. She has thus achieved a kind of

17

Joan Semmel, Transformation, 2011.
Oil on canvas, 60h x 48w inches.
Courtesy Alexander Gray Associates, New York.
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reversal of who is the viewer and who is viewed. In a series called With Camera, from 2001 to 2006, she
presented the recognizable forms and folds of her own body as if creating an abstract landscape. These are
bold, brave pictures that straightforwardly delineate the marks of age. This body still projects its sensual
pleasures with a palpable level of energy. It’s a positive and bravura performance.

In the past decade, Semmel has also painted a series of self-portrait heads that detail changing moods and
attitudes. Semmel’s show at the Bronx Museum from January to June of 2013, features these self-portrait
heads and some full-body images reflected in a mirror from another series that she calls Framed. The blurred style
of some of these heads relates to some photos of herself she took for a later series entitled Shifting Images.

It is this current work that may be her most daring and influential. She utilizes the computer to transform the
preparatory images, collaging one image over another to suggest time and movement and the impermanence
of the physical. She has broken the taboo on woman’s aging body and celebrates herself, claiming only that she
finds herself “a convenient model.” Confronting the cultural stereotypes of sexuality and age, Semmel injects
her work with a powerful dignity that radiates confidence and optimism and deserves our awe.

Joan Semmel, Mythologies and Me, 1976. Oil and collage on canvas 60h x 148w inches.
Courtesy Alexander Gray Associates, New York.
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Biography

Joan Semmel is a widely exhibited artist whose paintings are included in many collections and museums. She
began her painting career in Spain and South America in the 1960s. In the early 70s, she returned to New York
where her practice turned towards figurative paintings—many with erotic themes—in response to pornography,
popular culture, and the emotional and political implications of representations of the body.

The Bronx Museum of the Arts will present Joan Semmel—A Lucid Eye, her first U.S. based museum exhibition
dedicated solely to her work from January to June, 2013. Other recent museum exhibitions include: Shifting
the Gaze at the Jewish Museum (2010); Rebelle at the Museum of Modern Art Arnhem, The Netherlands
(2009); Solitaire: Lee Lozano, Sylvia Plimack Mangold, Joan Semmel at the Wexner Center for the Arts,
Columbus, OH (2008); and the touring exhibition entitled WACK! Art and the Feminist Revolution, originating
from the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, CA (2007).

Semmel’s paintings are part of the permanent collections of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX; the
Blanton Museum, Austin, TX; Orange County Museum of Art, Newport, CA; Chrysler Museum, Norfolk, VA;
National Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington, DC; The Parrish Art Museum, Southampton, NY; the
Jocelyn Art Museum, Omaha, NE; and the Jewish Museum and the Brooklyn Museum, New York, NY. She is
the recipient of numerous grants
inclu     ding Anonymous Was a Woman
and the National Endow ment for
the Arts awards. Semmel is Professor
Emeritus of Painting at Rutgers
University. She received her B.F.A.
and M.F.A. from Pratt Institute,
New York, NY.

Semmel lives and works in New
York City and East Hampton, NY.
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Joan Semmel, Intimacy–Autonomy, 1974. Oil on canvas, 50h x 98w inches.
Courtesy Alexander Gray Associates, New York.
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The President’s Award for Art & Activism

Each year as a special part of the Women’s Caucus for Art’s
Lifetime Achievement Awards, the National Board President
selects a recipient for the WCA President’s Award. In 2011, the
award took on a new direction when the President presented
the first awardee with the President’s Award for Art & Activism.
The award identifies emerging or mid-career women in the arts
whose life and work exemplifies the WCA mission statement,
‘creating community through art, education, and social
activism.’ The 2013 President’s Award for Art & Activism honors
Leanne Stella for her quest for creative use of spaces to benefit
inner-city artists and businesses. 

The first President’s Award for Art & Activism was presented to
Maria Torres, Founder and Chief Operating Officer of The Point
Community Organization in the Bronx, New York. Past recipients
of the President’s Award have included: Juana Guzman, Vice-
President of the National Museum of Mexican Art; Cathy Salser,
founder and E.D. of A Window Between Worlds; Susan Fisher
Sterling, Director of the National Museum of Women in the Arts
(NMWA) and Elizabeth A. Sackler, philanthropist.
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Leanne Stella
An entrepreneur from a young age, Leanne Stella opened her first
restaurant at age 19, and opened two more in a span of five years. At 26,
she returned to her family business and served as President of Stella Show
Management Company for 15 years. During that time, she developed
collaborations with a number of nonprofit organizations, then went to work
in several nonprofits from 2008–2011.

In January 2012, Stella started Art In FLUX Harlem and opened her first
Pop-Up art gallery in May, 2012. The FLUX space consists of five empty
storefronts of which three are currently used for exhibitions. Stella
envisions her organization as a conduit between property owners and
creative people. Creative people develop neighborhoods in a positive and
organic fashion. The landlords want to work with a group that has a history
of taking care of their property and making it marketable. FLUX has

brought life to a corner of Harlem that was sitting vacant for years. Stella’s work has inspired other small
property owners to open their spaces to artists and artistic ventures.

FLUX contributes a percentage of sales and other support to two Harlem-based youth and arts nonprofits,
Artistic Noise and Creative Arts Workshops for Kids. Artistic Noise works with incarcerated youth through art
projects and curatorial training, eventually offering employment opportunities. Creative Arts Workshop is a
nonprofit organization that improves the lives of underserved Northern Manhattan youth ages 4–24 through
the use of visual, performing, and technology arts.

Art in FLUX is an active art space bringing together people of all ages, including performance and visual artists,
and novice art enthusiasts and serious collectors. Stella’s goal is to expand the concept of an interactive art
space and to attract audiences from other communities to the art scene in Harlem.

Visit Art in FLUX at www.artinfluxharlem.com

WCA President’s Award for Art & Activism
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Courtesy of Leanne Stella.
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los angeles 2012 whitney chadwick, suzanne lacy, ferris olin, bernice steinbaum, trinh t. minh-ha new york 2011
beverly buchanan, diane burko, ofelia garcia, joan marter, carolee schneemann, sylvia sleigh chicago 2010 tritobia
hayes benjamin, mary jane jacob, senga nengudi, joyce j. scott, spiderwoman theater los angeles 2009 maren 
hassinger, ester hernández, joyce kozloff, margo machida, ruth weisberg dallas 2008 ida 
applebroog, joanna frueh, nancy grossman, leslie king-hammond, yolanda lopez, lowery stokes sims 
new york 2007/awards for women in the arts barbara chase-riboud, wanda corn, buffie johnson, lucy lippard
elizabeth murray/judith k. brodsky, ferris olin boston 2006 eleanor antin, marisol escobar, elinor gadon, yayoi
kusama atlanta 2005 betty blayton-taylor, rosalynn carter, mary d. garrard, agnes martin, yoko ono, ann
sutherland harris seattle 2004 emma amos, jo baer, michi itami, helen levitt, yvonne rainer new york 2003
eleanor dickinson, suzi gablik, grace glueck, ronne hartfield, eleanor munro, nancy spero philadelphia 2002
camille billops, judith k. brodsky, muriel magenta, linda nochlin, marilyn j. stokstad chicago 2001 joyce aiken
dorothy gillespie, marie johnson calloway, thalia gouma-peterson, wilhemina holladay, ellen llanyon, ruth
waddy los angeles 1999 judy baca, judy chicago, linda frye burnham, evangeline k. montgomery, arlene raven
barbara t. smith philadelphia 1997 jo hanson, sadie krauss kriebel, jaune quick-to-see smith, moira roth, kay 
sekimachi boston 1996 bernice bing, alicia graig faxon, elsa honig fine, howardena pindell, marianna pineda 
kay walking stick san antonio 1995 irene clark, jacqueline clipsham, alessandra comini, jean lacy, amalia mesa-
bains celia muñoz new york 1994 mary adams, maria enriquez de allen, beverly pepper, faith ringgold, rachel
rosenthal charlotte streifer rubinstein seattle 1993 ruth asawa, shifra m. goldman, nancy graves, gwen knight
agueda salazar martinez, emily waheneka chicago 1992 vera berdich, paula gerard, lucy lewis, louise noun 
margaret tafoya, anna tate washington dc 1991 theresa bernstein, delilah pierce, mildred constantine, otellie
loloma, mine okubo new york 1990 ilse bing, elizabeth layton, helen serger, may stevens, pablita velarde 
san francisco 1989 bernarda bryson shahn, margret craver, clare leighton, samella sanders lewis, betye saar
houston 1988 margaret burroughs, jane teller, dorothy hood, miriam schapiro, edith standen boston 1987
grace hartigan, agnes mongan, maud morgan, honoré sharrer, elizabeth talford scott, beatrice wood 
new york 1986 nell blaine, leonora carrington, sue fuller, lois mailou jones, dorothy miller los angeles 1985/
toronto 1984 minna citron, clyde connell, eleanor raymond, joyce treiman, june wayne, rachel wischnitzer
philadelphia 1983 edna andrade, dorothy dehner, lotte jacobi, ellen johnson, stella kramrisch, pecolia warner
lenore tawney new york 1982 bernice abbott, elsie driggs, elizabeth gilmore holt, katharine kuh, claire zeisler
charmion von wiegand san francisco 1981 ruth bernhard, adelyn breeskin, elizabeth catlett, sari dienes, claire
falkenstein, helen lundeberg washington dc 1980/alternate awards bella abzug, sonia johnson, sister theresa
kane, rosa parks, gloria steinem, grace paley new orleans 1980 anni albers, louise bourgeois, carolyn durieux, ida
kohlmeyer, lee krasner washington dc 1979 isabel bishop, selma burke, alice neel, louise nevelson, georgia o’keeffe

Past WCA Lifetime Achievement Award Recipients
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honorary committee
The Estate of Sylvia S. Alloway, New York, NY
National Congress of Black Women, Inc, Washington, DC

benefactor
Priscilla H. Otani & Michael Yochum/

Philanthropic Ventures Foundation, Oakland, CA
Brenda Oelbaum, Michigan
Clark Atlanta University, GA

patron
Beverly Buchanan, MI
Judith K. Brodsky, Center for Innovations and Prints,

Rutgers University, NJ
Ofelia Garcia, PA

sponsors 
ArtTable
Bank of America Foundation
College Art Association
Dick Blick Art Supplies
UBS
WCA DC Chapter
WCA Georgia Chapter
WCA Michigan Chapter
WCA Southern California Chapter
WCA St. Louis Chapter

supporters
Bonnie Askowitz
A Window Between Worlds
Ulla and Ron Barr
Judy Bemis
Chris Bradley, Instant Publishers
Judy Chicago
Nancy Coleman
Noreen Dean Dresser
Rosalie Friis-Ross
GAP, Inc.
Margaret Garces

Geoffrey Geist
Golden Artist Colors, Inc.
Janice Gossman
Maeve Grogan
Karen Gutfreund
Ann Sutherland Harris
Marilyn J. Hayes
Hilla Hueber
Sharon Irish
Meg M. King
Susan M. King
Karen Kunc
Rona Lesser
Muriel Magenta
Diane J. Mayer
Sandra and Stephen Mueller
Janice Nesser-Chu
Ferris Olin
Elizabeth Pozen
Project Sentinel
Nora Raggio
Barbara Rehg
Ally Richter
Cathy Salser
Ellen Schillace
Yuriko Takata
Irma Velasquez
Scott D. Vouri 
Silvia Wagensberg
Tanya Wilkinson
Helen Williams
Ellen Wilt
Barbara Wolanin
WCA Peninsula Chapter
Judy Yochum

2013 WCA Supporters
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FEBRUARY 13-16, 2013

101ST ANNUAL CONFERENCE

NE W YORK

Over 200 sessions exploring art history, visual culture, and studio practice

Professional-development workshops and opportunities for job interviews

More than 120 exhibitors of art books and supplies at the book and trade fair

Special events, exhibitions, and tours throughout the city

Register at http://conference.collegeart.org

Sarah Sze, Still Life with Landscape (Model for a Habitat), 2011. Part of the HIGH LINE COMMISSIONS. Installation view.  
On view June 8, 2011 – June 6, 2012. Photo: Bill Orcutt. Courtesy of Friends of the High Line.
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Women’s Caucus for Art of 
Greater Washington

Congratulates 2013 Award Recipients

Recipients of the Lifetime Achievement Awards

Tina Dunkley

Artis Lane 

Susana Torruella Leval

Joan Semmel

Recipient of the President’s Art & Activism Award

Leanne Stella

www.wcadc.org
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Upon receiving 
The 2013 Lifetime 

Achievement Award 
Of 

The Women's Caucus for Art 
 

On 
February 14, 2013 

 
 

We are proud of your 
accomplishments! 

 
 

Dr. E. Faye Williams, National Chair 
1250 4th Street, SW, Suite WG-1 

Washington, DC 20024, 202/678-6788 
www.nationalcongressbw.org,  

Info@nationalcongress.org 

Proudly Salutes 

ARTIS LANE and  
TINA DUNKLEY 

29

www.nationalcongressbw.org
info@nationalcongressbw.org
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ArtTable congratulates

the recipients of the

Women’s Caucus for Art’s 2013
Lifetime Achievement Awards

for their remarkable

contributions to the

visual arts:

Tina Dunkley
Artis Lane

Joan Semmel
Susana Torruella Leval

and congratulates:

Leanne Stella,
recipient of the 2013

President’s Art & Activism Award,

for her accomplishments.
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Congratulations  

Susana
Torruella Leval

on receiving the

Women’s Caucus 
for Art 

Lifetime Achievement
Award

and 
best wishes to all the 

2013 honorees:

Tina Dunkley
Artis Lane

Joan Semmel
Leanne Stella
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2013 WCA Conference: 
Building Community

Thursday, February 14
Conference Welcome

7:45 – 8:00 am

Building Community Workshop
8:00 – 9:00 am

International Caucus Meeting
9:30 – 10:45 am

JWAN Caucus Meeting
10:45 am – 12:00 pm

Eco-Art Caucus Meeting
1:00 – 2:15 pm

Friday, February 15
Chapters’ Council Meeting & Elections 

7:30 – 9:00 am

Young Women’s Caucus Meeting
9:30 – 10:45 am

Brunch with Luminaries 
9:30 – 11:30 am

WCA/CAA Panel 
WCA Blockbuster Shows: 

Renewal, Activism & Innovation 
12:30 – 2:30 pm

WCA/CAA Panel 
Building a Legacy for Women Artists 

2:30 – 5:00 pm

February 16, Saturday
Chelsea Gallery Tour & Dinner 1:00 – 6:30 pm
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WCA
HONOR AWARDS 

SELECTION COMMITTEE

Susan M. King, Chair
Eleanor Dickinson
Mary Jane Jacob

Amalia Mesa-Bains
Dena Muller

Howardena Pindell
Melissa Potter
Ruth Weisberg

Midori Yoshimoto

HONORS AWARDS
COORDINATION

Sandra Mueller
Janice Nesser-Chu

Priscilla Otani

EDITORS
Susan M. King

Sandra Mueller

DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Karin Luner

About this catalogue:

Catalogue printed on the occasion of the 2013 WCA Conference
"Building Community" in New York City.

Published in New York, New York by the Women's Caucus for Art.

Copyright © 2013 by WCA. All rights reserved. No part of this book
may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical
means without prior permission in writing from the publisher.
Contributors retain copyright on writings and artworks presented in
this catalogue. Printed in the U.S.A. 

ISBN: 978-0-9831702-9-7
        
This catalogue uses paper bearing the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
seal, which supports the conservation of forests and wildlife and helps
people lead better lives. It also was printed using soy inks. Furthermore,
the energy used for this print production came from wind energy.
Printed by Innovation Printing & Communications, Philadelphia, PA.
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